20 Best Torrent Sites for Ebooks 2019
Considering the size and cost, eBook is a perfect way that you can read your
favorite books without actually carrying them physically. They are stored on
your smartphones or Laptop from which you can read your books on the go.
Well, there are numerous torrent sites for ebooks that allows you to get hold
of a virtual library from where you can read online or download them to read
at your own convenience. And in this article, we are going to introduce you to
the best 20 ebook torrenting sites of 2019.

1. TorrentDownloads
When it comes to eBook torrent downloading, TorrentDownloads is always on
the forefront. There are around 16 million torrents are arranged in categories
like, Movies, Books, TV Show and more. It also has
Bollywood/Hollywood/regional language movies to be downloaded within it.

2. Planet eBook
Planet eBook, the home of free classic literature! The latest version of the site,
with its mobile-friendly design and multi-format eBooks, attempts to publish a
small selection of high-quality eBooks and make their collection of eBooks
available on all devices for free. And it currently has about 50,000 titles in its
library.

3. ManyBooks
ManyBooks, with the vision to provide an extensive library of ebooks for free
on the Internet, is one of the best user interfaces and design among the ebook torrent sites. You can easily navigate through the site using categories
like Genres, Titles, Authors, Language, Popular, Featured Authors, and
Recommended. As of today, the site hosts over 50,000 free e-book titles. If
you’re a writer yourself, you can even use their platform to promote your book.

4. EBOOKEE

EBOOKEE is striving hard to become one of the best torrenting E-book sites
in near future. The site covers books from tech, tutorials, non-fiction, novels,
computer programming and much more. One feature that really stand out is
the sub-category system classified into groups such as “Recently Viewed
eBooks”, “Top 10 eBooks”, “Top 10 Users”, and “Latest Added Books”. These
sub-categories make it a lot easier to pick a book.

5. Zooqle
With a beautiful interface and easy to navigate, Zooqle is a good start for
eBook readers to download eBook torrent for free. This siteworks as a web
crawler to find best torrents. Founded in 2008, it's a great site to download
videos, books, Hollywood high definition movies and software. The site got
everything in its homepage and you can check out the stuff by menus and
links.

6. Smashwords

Smashwords is the world's largest distributor of indie ebooks. They make it
fast, free and easy for any author or publisher, anywhere in the world, to
publish and distribute ebooks to the major retailers and thousands of libraries.

7. Book-Share
Book-Share is the best torrent site if you’re seeking nothing else other than ebooks. You’ll find almost every genre on this site. Moreover, it has an
impressive list of categories for easy browsing; a feature that lacks on other
torrent sites. You can even search for books as per their author, title, or
subject. As of now, there are more than 4,00,000 books, and that is huge!
Since this site is dedicated to e-books, its a brilliant option for avid readers.

8. Free-Ebooks.net
As the domain name suggests, Free-Ebooks.net offers a colossal library of
books for free with several categories including fiction, non-fiction, Academic,
Classics, Textbooks, and Audiobooks. The best part about this site is that it
encourages budding e-book writers by giving them a platform to publish their
work. What’s more? Free-ebooks also offers an option to choose the format in
which you wish to download a book; for example: Kindle, Txt File, PDF, and
EPUB.

9. Tech Books for Free
When you want to download books based on tech related categories, Tech
Books for Free should be your go-to-choice. It is a website that offers a wide
range of downloadable books on Technology, Computers, and Science for
free. Hence, you are able to accomplish your technology reading cravings
straightaway.

10. Wikibooks.org
The prefix “wiki” has perhaps already gotten your interest peaked. While
Wikibooks.org doesn’t really have anything to do with Wikipedia, it does have
a large database of books. What’s unique about this site is that you can get ebooks in several languages including Dutch, English, Italian, French, Spanish
and Portuguese. You first have to pick a language and then type in the title
you’re trying to find.

11. FreeBookSpot
FreeBookSpot is considered as one of the most popular websites to download
eBooks and audiobooks for free, which allows you to find out your desired

book through different options like genre, language and most popularity.
Moreover, you have a luxury of exploring books from more than 90
categories. It is better known for its collection of educational as well as non–
fiction books.

12. MyPDFbooks
MyPDFbooks is an active platform for downloading the free eBooks in in PDF
and ePub formats. The main objective of their website is to provide highquality fast-speed downloading service with a user-friendly environment
without registration and other hectic procedures.

13. The Pirate Bay
The Pirate Bay is world’s number 1 torrent site available and is also the most
used torrent search engine in the world. It servers support SSL encryption. In
other words, it’s a safe site for transferring files and download torrent files and
magnets without having to worry about viruses. It is not limited to just e-books

but also has got other category torrents like games, movies, TV shows, music
and many more.

14. 01Torrent
01Torrent is a free torrent site where users can download the latest movies,
music, television shows, applications, games, books, animes, software, and
many more. The interface is so clear that you can download anything directly.
And this website no longer needs any registration.

15. Kickass Torrents
Kickass Torrents are similar to The Pirate Bay which has a huge collection of
torrents. It’s one of the old and most powerful torrent search engine of the
world. More than 200k e-books that are available for free download. If you are

not able to find the e-book that you are searching for, you can put up a
request for that particular book on the community forum of the website.

16. ExtraTorrent
When we talk about the most famous torrent websites, ExtraTorrent is known
to play the most effective role in comparison to the other torrent websites. It
has a huge collection of torrents like movie, e-books, music, games, and
whatnot. One of the great feature of this torrent website is now you can also
subscribe to RSS of any ebook category for free.

17. 1337X
1337X is great for all those who are interested in a bit of everything like
games, movies, books, TV series, etc. The well-developed UI makes it easier
for users to search and download book torrents. Do you know who ran this
torrent site? The Fans! Yes, after some years the creators are running out

from this torrent site. Now it was fully maintained and updated by the fans and
users itself. It gets updated like every other torrent site.

18. Torlock
Torlock is another reliable torrent books website that has a clean and simple
UI. Similar to 1337X, Torlock also has a dedicated section for ebooks.
Furthermore, Torlock is one among very few websites that only list verified
torrents. Searching and downloading your favorite ebook is fairly
straightforward.

19. SeedPeer
SeedPeer is a database which currently holds over 3 million files. Their main
objective was to keep the site clean, fast and reliable. This is a good website
to download free e-book torrents. Among the wide range of books available

on the website, you are sure to find the e-books you have been long
searching for.

20. Torrents.me
Torrents.me is a meta-search engine that links to torrent files and magnet
links from other torrent sites. It's one of the torrent sites that enjoyed a
meteoric rise in traffic this year.

Conclusion
After reviewing the above top 20 ebook torrenting sites, even if you are a book
enthusiast, you can opt any torrenting site of your choice to satisfy your book
reading desires. If you know any good torrent site for books, feel free to share
your thoughts in the comments section below.
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